Let the Crayons Out of the Box: Week 8

Let's Take it Outside!

Hello my friends!
I hope that by the end of the 8 weeks you are feeling more creative and less stressed. I hope that you
will return to your favorite lessons from this workshop over and over again, especially some of the
visual journaling activities with the guided visualization.
This week, I want you to do something different and super fun. If you can't find the time to do it on
your own, take your kids or a girlfriend with you, they will love this project!
Getting outside is one of the best stress busters there is. Just walking out the door, finding some grass
or dirt to stand on, and taking a few deep breaths can return you to your center of calm.

Today's lesson – Make a mandala outside!
Supplies needed:
Journal or blank paper and a pen
Whatever you can find in your environment: rocks, sticks, grass, leaves, flowers, sand, dirt, etc.
Do this first:
Stand barefoot outside and take three deep breaths, feel the earth's energy pouring up through the
bottoms of your feet and radiating throughout your body. Feel Spirit's energy pouring from the sky
down into the top of your head, mingling with the radiant earth energy. Just allow yourself to stand
quietly, focusing on your breath, watching thoughts come and go. As your breathe in, breathe in
PEACE (or calm or joy, whatever you need) and as you exhale, breathe out STRESS (anger, fear, etc.)
You only need to do this for 2 or 3 minutes but of course, longer is better :-)

Steps:
1. Do the brief meditation described above.
2. Sit with your journal and write for 10 to 15 minutes using the writing prompts below. When you
feel complete with your journaling, sit quietly for a moment and look around you to see what is
nearby that you can use for the next step.
3. Create a mandala celebrating and honoring your connection to nature. Use whatever you can
find around your yard, in a nearby park or at the beach (if you live near the ocean.) Take a walk
around the neighborhood and see what you can find: rocks, pinecones, leaves, flowers, sticks,
feathers, etc. Make sure to take a picture of your finished project and share it in our Facebook
group! Have fun with this but also be intentional and focused. If you can, do it on your own and
in silence.
4. Finally, if you want to get even more artsy this week, pick a rock to take home, if you can find a
flat one, or you could do this on a piece of wood, cardboard or other recycled material. Pick one
of the words from the list below, write it on your surface of choice and decorate. Place it on
your desk or a special place in your home and when you need a quick return to center, hold it in
your hand and do your deep breathing. Depending on what you decide to decorate you could
use Sharpie markers, acrylic paint or paint markers. I am NOT encouraging you to go buy more
art supplies, hee hee, but you can if you want to. Feel free to use what you have at home. Even
using your crayons or markers and doing this on a small piece of cardstock or 3 x 5 notecard
would work also! You want it to be small enough to hold in your hand(s).
We did this on the beach with my local Meetup group last year and it was so much fun. You can see
from the photo above and this one below how gorgeous and unique the mandalas were!

Writing Prompts
Today I am......
Looking around me, I see …....
When I am outside I …....
Pick two words from the list below use as prompts:
When I …...... then I …....... (For example: When I breathe, I feel connected to the earth.)

List of Words
Breathe
Pray
Light a candle
Write
Meditate
Laugh
Celebrate
Praise
Draw
Paint
Go for a walk
Be me
Color
Imagine
Play with Clay
Dance
Sing
Smile
Make a wish
Play
Forgive
Embrace
Discover
Have fun! It has been my pleasure to share my passion and creativity with you these past 8 weeks!
Watch your email inbox for other classes and workshops I will be offering on creativity.
Happy creating!
Minette

